Given a homomorphism, we find conditions that insure the existence of a 0 as in 1° above with which it is compatible (2.8). We also improve one of our previous results (Proposition 2.5 in [8] ) concerning homomorphisms compatible with a p-fold covering (2.9) .
In §3 the homomorphisms C(X) ® A -> C(Y) <g> B are unitial, A, B are finite dimensional and the compact spaces X, Y are metrizable (excepting Proposition 3.1). Our results describe the local structure of such homomorphisms in terms of continuous "quasifields" of finite-dimensional C*-algebras ((3.1) and (3.4)). Using classes of inner equivalent injective homomorphisms between continuous quasifields of finite-dimensional C*-algebras (see 3.3) we study the set of classes of inner equivalent homomorphisms (injective homomorphisms) from C(X) to C(Y) ® B (3.4) . A similar analysis is done for the set of all *-homomorphisms (injective *-homomorphisms) from C(X) ® A to C(Y) ® B which are compatible with a given continuous surjective map from X to Y, the fibre of which satisfies a certain continuity property (3.6) . §4 contains the main result of this paper. Consider a system: C(Xy)®Ay^C(X2)®A2^---with Xk compact and Ak a finite-dimensional C* -algebra. We give conditions under which the above inductive limit is "trivial," in the sense that it coincides with the tensor product of a commutative C*-algebra with an AF-algebra. The assumptions on the spaces Xk involve the vanishing of certain nonabelian cohomologies (this occurs for Xk contractible, for instance). Moreover, it is required that *k(C(Xk) ® IaJ C C(Xk+y) ® lAt+1 (see (4.3) ). For such trivial inductive limits we also consider the isomorphism problem (4.4).
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1. For A and B unital C*-algebras, Hom(A,B) (resp. Homj(A, B)) will denote the set of all unital *-homomorphisms (resp. all unital injective *-homomorphisms) from A to B endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. Z(A) denotes the center and U(A) the group of all unitaries of A. 3>, \I> G Hom(A, B) are called inner equivalent, $ ~ *, if $ = Adu o \I> for some u G U(B). For M C Hom(,4, B), we denote by Mj ~ the corresponding set of classes of inner equivalent ♦-homomorphisms.
For a compact topological space X we use the canonical identification C(X)®A = C(X,A). lif ^C(X)®AandF C X, we denote ||/|F || := supxeF ||/(a:)|| if F ^ 0 and ||/ I0 || := 0. For a finite-dimensional C*-algebra A = ©iej Ai (where each Ai is a finite discrete factor) the inclusions Ai C A,i G I, induce canonical embeddings C(X) ®A,C C(X) ®A,ie I, and we have C(X) ®A = 0i(£/ C(X) ® At.
Ii tp: X -> Y is a continuous map between compact spaces, we denote by <p*: C(Y) -► C(X) the map <p*(f) = f o tp, f e C(Y).
Let G be a topological group, Gc the sheaf of germs of continuous G-valued functions on X and H1 (X, Gc) the corresponding cohomology set; for a contractible compact space X, H1(X,GC) reduces to the trivial element [7] .
2. Throughout this section X, Y will denote compact spaces and A a finitedimensional C*-algebra.
2.1. Consider A = 0t€/ Ai, where I is a finite set and each Ai is a finite discrete factor.
Denote K(X) := {F\F is a nonempty closed (i.e., compact) subset of X}. Consider $ € Hom(C(X) <g> A,C(Y) ® B), where B is a unital C*-algebra. For any y € Y, let Xy& € K(X) be such that {g € C(X)]g\Xy# = 0} is the kernel of the unital ^-homomorphism: C(X)3g^$(g®lA)(y)eB.
Then, for each y G Y, Xy^ G K(X) is determined by the condition ll*(ff®lA)(i/)|| = ||ff|XSi*||, gGC(X).
In a similar way one sees that for any y &Y and ie/ there is a unique closed subset Xy $ of X such that WfiMW = ll/»l*y,*H' h&C(X)®Al.
Note that Xy $ can be the empty set. Clearly Xy^ = (jieI Xy$. Conversely, for any 9 G C(X) and j/e7 we have ||g|Xyi*|| = \\$(g ® 1a)(3/)|| < ||c|#(2/)|| and since Xy^ is closed in X it follows that Xy^ C B(y).
The above argument also shows that Xy^ is the smallest nonempty closed subset ll/il*w,»ll = ll*(/0(y)ll = IIAI«(y)ll. /i 6 C(X)®A%, and since each Xly^ is closed in X, we deduce Xy^ = 0(y).
2.5. Suppose moreover that (8(y))y^y is a partition of A" and that $ is compatible with 0. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) <J> is injective, Conversely, assume (1) and suppose there is y0 G Y such that Xy0i<j, <jL 0(yo).
Then there is xq G XyOt<y>\0(yo) and 30 G C(X) such that go(xo) = 1 and <?o|#(«/o)U (Xyo,*\{xo})=0.
Using (1) and (2) PROOF. Fix y' g Y. The assumptions imply that there are n G N and U Ĝ (y1) such that Ay := Xy& has exactly n elements for all y G U. Say Xy> = {zi(y'), ■-., zn(y')} and let v; = Vp7 G rT(zv(y')), p = 1,2,... ,n, with Vp' n V,' = 0 for pj^q. Now, for fixed p G {1,2,..., n} we claim there is W G ^(j/')i W C £/, such that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use a contradiction which proves the claim. Therefore we can choose V G W(y'), Y C U, such that Xy n Vp' # 0, y G V, p = 1,2,..., n.
We prove that tp is continuous. Indeed, if a net (xj)j€j in X converges to x G X but ^(zj) ->*♦ <p(z), then, X being compact, we may suppose that <p(x3) ^ j0/ tp(x). Since Ay>$ = ip_1(y), y G Y, it follows from 2.7 that $ is ^-compatible. In this section we give a local description of homomorphisms from C(X) ® A to C(Y) ® B by considering separately the cases X= point and A = C. We also consider certain classes of inner equivalent homomorphisms. The proof of the following lemma is elementary and will be omitted.
LEMMA. Let W be a metric space and a map 0: W -► F(X). The following assertions are equivalent:
(l)BeC(W,F(X)), ( 2) the map W 3 w -> ||/|e(u>)|| G R is continuous for every f G C(X).
3.3. Let T be a compact space and for each t G T let E(t) be a G*-algebra. We say that ((E(t))t£T,r) is a continuous quasifield of C*-algebras if T is a continuity structure for T and the {E(t)} in the sense of J. M. G. Fell [6] , i.e., every a G T is a map defined on T such that a(t) G E(t) for any t E.T and (1) T is a *-algebra under the pointwise operations, (2) {a(t)\aeT} = E(t), t G T, (3) for any a G T, the map T9(-> ||a(£)|| G R is continuous. Any continuous field of G*-algebras [3] is a continuous quasifield. Let Sl = ((Ei(t))t£T,I?i), l -1^2, be two continuous quasifields of G*-algebras. We say that V = (Vt)teT is a homomorphism from By to B2 if (1°) every Vt is a ♦-homomorphism of G*-algebras from Ey(t) to E2(t); (2°) V takes Ti into T2 (if we consider quasifields of unital G*-algebras, each Vt is assumed unital). We say that V is injective if each Vt is injective.
We denote by Homffi,^) (resp. Hom,^,^)) the set of all homomorphisms (resp., injective homomorphisms) from By to B2.
In the unital case we say that V^ = (v[1')t€T G Hom(l?i, §2), i = 1,2, are inner equivalent, written *(1) ~ *(2), if there is u G T2 such that u(t) G U(E2(t))
and V{t1] = Ad u(t) o V{2) for any t G T. We thus obtain the following:
THEOREM. The C*-algebra lim(G(Xfc)®Afc, $fc) ts *-isomorphic to the (spatial) C*-tensor product C(X) ® A. 4 .4. The isomorphism problem for the above considered inductive limits can be settled in certain cases by using the following result. We give a proof for the sake of the completeness. 
